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 A fundamental factor of digital image compression is the conversion 
processes. The intention of this process is to understand the shape of an 
image and to modify the digital image to a grayscale configuration where  
the encoding of the compression technique is operational. This article focuses 
on an investigation of compression algorithms for images with artistic 
effects. A key component in image compression is how to effectively 
preserve the original quality of images.  Image compression is to condense 
by lessening the redundant data of images in order that they are transformed 
cost-effectively. The common techniques include discrete cosine transform 
(DCT), fast Fourier transform (FFT), and shifted FFT (SFFT). Experimental 
results point out compression ratio between original RGB images and 
grayscale images, as well as comparison. The superior algorithm improving 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Digital image [1] is the collection of pixels, outlines, RGB colors, and domains to represent any 
physical substances. It is a 3D or 2D representation. Number in each pixel denotes the intensity of 
illumination on an x-y plane. The reflection of light is detected by human eyes, machines, etc. A graylevel or 
grayscale digital image is an example of artlessly compressed picture where whole colors are grayness 
(dullness) [2]. In other words, gray means the RGB combination with whole identical intensity. The benefit 
for designating digital images from their authentic RGB colors is that slighter data to be collected for each 
pixel. The intensity can only be deposited as eight bits ranging from zero to 255 possible representations. 
Grayscale images [3] are essential, for many capture and display tasks, they are completely acceptable, 
and it is unnecessary to opt more complex color images. Especially, as we only expect appearance and 
structure like shape and effects grayness is substantial [4]. One transformation of image processing is 
a compression in which a foreseen size of authentic data is condensed. It is beneficial, particularly for a raster 
image that possesses a massive data to pack for manageable transfer and spatial domain [5].  
For a presentation of image compression, the RGB color data will not reflect some characteristics 
such as lines or edges. There is exclusive for an edge in shade that is unlikely detectable in grayslevel 
images. For various applications, we do not need RGB, as it is considered as redundancy or unwanted data or 
noise [6]. To find significant edges based on both chrominance and luminance [7] is tedious as it is inflexible 
to confirm if the redundant RGB data are not cooperative for points of focus. In graylevel images, 
compression algorithms are simple to visualize as preference can be the 2D spatial domain plus one 
dimension for illumination then they can be represented by a 3D visualization. In RGB, color spectrum 
visualization is complex as there are further dimensions that human eyes can perceive [8]. We can consider 
color variables to identify image intensity; however it eventually brings us back to a graylevel image instead. 
With parallel processing and high-speed computers [9], it is potential to convert color-to-grayscale  
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pixel-by-pixel of a raster image in nanoseconds. The processing time required to compress some helpful data 
from a facial image is quicker. It is beneficial to save processing time by focusing on useful parts of images 
and ignoring unwanted color variables. Besides, there are several methods to transform color-to-grayscale as 
presented in [10]. In computer vision, a color-to-grayscale conversion based on genetic algorithm is 
presented in [11] to retain the characteristics of the color images, such as lightness and luminosity.  
A grayscale conversion algorithm based on modulation domain is applied to color images and is proposed 
by [12]. The grayscale output is developed by a blend of three colors where the combination coefficients are 
based on a quadratic parameter. 
 
 
2. IMAGE COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS 
With the increasing demand in applications of digital image, there is a consistent research in the area 
of image compression algorithms [13]. The intention is to characterize an original RGB image in the lowest 
number of bits without dropping the critical content. Image holds three basic types of content within: value, 
non-relation, and redundancy. Valuable part is the information we need to defend. Non-relational part is  
the extra information, which is beyond the scope of implication. Redundant part can be regenerated from 
other corresponding contents [14]. Human vision judges image after decompression. The transfer of 
compressed images is affected by real-time system [15] while the space domain problem is tolerant.  
There are two main forms of compression approaches, lossy and lossless types. The former one is a common 
practice, in which the information of an initial image will partly get missing (distorted) but this approach 
maximizes compression ratio on the overhead of decompression precision. These applications incorporate  
the re-production of a raster image, and the transfer of compressed digital images on communication 
networks. While the latter one, the squeezed image must contain a precise model of the authentic image. 
Their applications include biological data, e-documents, camera visualization, satellite images [16-18], 
and medical archives, in which the distorted information can lead to fault analytics.   
 
2.1.  Discrete cosine transform (DCT) 
It is fortunate that the human vision can reimburse for the malformation in compressed images,  
not like numeric or text data. DCT [19] is one of lossy compression algorithms, which consumes as low 
bandwidth as expected. At the compression step, the quantization requires bit length for individual image 
while lessening redundancy. It makes this approach attain high compression ratio with a trade-off between 
the quality of image and the bandwidth required. Regarding applications, a critical ratio is manageable 
provided that the distortion is somehow acceptable. The 8 by 8 blocks DCT operation is generally associated 
to discrete Fourier transform (DFT), orthogonally separates the original image, and transforms it from spatial 
to frequency domain. Besides, the technique is an origin of common compression like jpg format.  
The encoding 2D (I x J image) DCT compression is shown in the following (1). 
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𝑥=0               (1) 
  
For u = 0,…, I-1, v = 0,…, J-1, C(d) = 1/√2 for d = 0, and C(d) = 1 for d ≠ 0 (where I = J = 8). The (2) shows 
the decoding 2D (I x J image) DCT compression. 
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For x = 0,…, I-1, y = 0,…, J-1, C(d) = 1/√2 for d = 0, and C(d) = 1 for d ≠ 0 (where I = J = 8). 
 
 
2.2.  Fast fourier transform (FFT) 
The FFT [20] is derived from discrete Fourier transform technique. It is to analyze then transform 
a spatial domain into frequency domain in image compression. Once images are in frequency domain, they 
are much quicker in processing than to execute in the spatial domain. Because it is simple to compute 
frequency (convolution) embedded in an image by solving differential equations. In other words, the FFT can 
simplify the complex intensity computation into straightforward multiplication. The calculation to encode 
the 2D (I x J image) transformation in the frequency domain is listed in (3). 
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𝑥=0  (4) 
 
2.3.  Shifted FFT (SFFT) 
In general, the zero frequency of the spectrum locates at the front and back component,  
while the highest frequency locates at the midpoint. That allows us to shift the frequencies. However, it is not 
supporting for a screen as the low frequencies are locating in two ends. Then to reallocate the low (or zero) 
frequency to the center can make a screen more attractive and this is what we anticipate. To attain 2D  
(I x J image) SFFT transformation [21], this is the shifting encoder which can be defined as presented in (5). 
 
𝐹(𝑢 − 𝑢0, 𝑣 − 𝑣0) = 𝐹










The (6) denotes the decoding 2D (I x J image) shifted FFT transform. 
 
𝑓(𝑥 − 𝑥0, 𝑦 − 𝑦0) = 𝐹










Let x0 and y0 be the frequency shift we want to display. Given that SFFT in I by J size of 2D image, 
our considered image has I rows and J columns. For example, we define a frequency value for the x and y 
axes between -50 and 50, when our image is of size 100 x 100 and it centers the image to be in the midpoint. 
 
2.4.  Graphic effects 
To enhance feature of grayscale images we can add a visual support in the appearance of a graphic 
novel, such as shadows, backgrounds, contrast, sharpness, or brightness. Graphic effects are what human 
calls art today. They are not all identical but their harmony concludes the practice of visualization.  
Besides, in eLearning we can create a graphic storyboard from these novels. The objective is to make 
grayscale images as if they were drawn with artistic style. Integration of arts in education [22, 23] helps 
achieve the learning process. Researchers also believe that arts can be a reform tool in education to improve 
exam scores and to motivate learners. This paper focuses on five artistic effects which are marker,  
grow-edge, cut-out, photocopy, and plastic-wrap as displayed in Figure 1. 
 
 
   
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
   
   
(d) (e) (f) 
 
Figure 1. Graphic effects, (a) non-effect, (b) marker, (c) glow-edge, 
(d) cut-out, (e) photocopy, (f) plastic-wrap 
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3. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS 
Comparative study of DCT, FFT and SFFT algorithms is performed based on illustrative 
visualization. We consider three RGB images and three associated grayscale images for comparing these 
compression algorithms. The compression rate on experimental images depends on BT. 709 graylevel 
converter [24]. It is commonly utilized as a standard conversion for HDTV. The luminance computation is 
based on Gray_Color = 0.21*R + 0.72*G + 0.07*B. Results (colormap) are visualized in Matlab which avails 
engineering built-in functions and setting for image analytics. The considered images are ahead transformed 
into grayscale as shades change accordingly between RGB entries and then artistic effects [25] are applied.  
 
3.1.  Compression rate (CR) 
The CR is to calculate the performance in image compression by measuring the reducible size of 
compressed image (the higher the better). In lossy compression, it is to remove unnecessary data in images to 
minimize the image size (or resolution) then CR reflects image quality. Note that although the original 
image size is suffered, it is simply invisible to human vision. From each of the following three images, 
we summarize the size pre and post compression as well as CR figure as depicted in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. Three sample images 
Original RGB image Grayscale image Size of original 
image (KB) 




606 64 9.46 
  
117 75.9 1.54 
  
134 82.6 1.62 
 
 
3.2.  Colormap visualization 
The method employs colors in the engineering image visualization [26]. Specially, it presents visual 
map that we can perceive by mixing up colors of a scalar unit. Colormaps are arranged by where they are 
best practice. Colors are represented in integers ranging between 0 and 255 analysis. 
 
3.3.  3D frequency domain 
A colormap appearance does not reflect alterations in value in brightness (luminance).  
Nonetheless, in a 3D frequency plot, shade per se which reflects changes in luminance, is vibrant to 
communicate transforms in shape [27]. In practice, we can avoid getting the luminance alterations in  
the colormap affect the shading changes by controlling the colormap to lively colors.  
A grayscale colormap is useful for human vision regarding shape knowledge. It also reflects  
the isoluminant colormap which is supportive to comprehend insights. The luminance map is perceived so 
accurately and effectively by humans. Results of graysclae colormaps for original image and other five 
images with artistic effect are displayed in Figure 2 to Figure 7(a), respectively. It is apparent that regarding 
a shape comprehension the SFFT algorithm outperforms other algorithms. 
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The isometric 3D plots contribute the display of a frequency spectrum. It is developed in 
a wire-mesh graphic. The original image and other artistic effect embedded images are visualized as 
presented in Figure 2 to Figure 7(b), correspondingly. The plot provides significant comprehension in 
the frequency spectrom and statistical function per se. It also helps convey a good visual of the 3D intensity 
form. It is supportive that the frequency spectrum of the SFFT algorithm aligns well and reflects the structure 












Figure 2. Original image results, a) Original image without effect (top-left) and three colormaps of DCT 
algorithm (top-right), FFT algorithm (bottom-left), SFFT algorithm (bottom-right), b) Frequency domain 
visualization of DCT algorithm (left), FFT algorithm (center), and SFFT algorithm (left) 
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Figure 3. Results of image with marker effect, (a) Image with marker effect (top-left) and three colormaps of 
DCT algorithm (top-right), FFT algorithm (bottom-left), SFFT algorithm (bottom-right), (b) Frequency 
domain visualization of DCT algorithm (left), FFT algorithm (right), and SFFT algorithm (bottom) 
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Figure 4. Results of image with grow-edge effect, (a) Image with grow-edge effect (top-left) and three 
colormaps of DCT algorithm (top-right), FFT algorithm (bottom-left), SFFT algorithm (bottom-right),  
(b) Frequency domain visualization of DCT algorithm (left), FFT algorithm (right), 
and SFFT algorithm (bottom) 
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Figure 5. Results of image with cut-out effect, a) Image with cut-out effect (top-left) and three colormaps of 
DCT algorithm (top-right), FFT algorithm (bottom-left), SFFT algorithm (bottom-right), b) Frequency 
domain visualization of DCT algorithm (left), FFT algorithm (right), and SFFT algorithm (bottom) 
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Figure 6. Results of image with photocopy effect, a) Image with photocopy effect (top-left) and three 
colormaps of DCT algorithm (top-right), FFT algorithm (bottom-left), SFFT algorithm (bottom-right),  
b) Frequency domain visualization of DCT algorithm (left), FFT algorithm (right), 
and SFFT algorithm (bottom) 
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Figure 7. Results of image with plastic-wrap effect, a) Image with plastic-wrap effect (top-left) and three 
colormaps of DCT algorithm (top-right), FFT algorithm (bottom-left), SFFT algorithm (bottom-right),  
b) Frequency domain visualization of DCT algorithm (left),  FFT algorithm (right), 
and SFFT algorithm (bottom) 
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4. CONCLUSION  
Digital image compression is vital for shape comprehension, storage space and cost-effective 
transfer. It is useful in practical design of high-speed network environment. This article addresses 
a comparison of three image compression approaches which are DCT, FFT, and SFFT. The scientific 
experiments have been undertaken based on images with graphic effect by employing Matlab software. 
Comparison results regarding colormap as well as frequency spectrum are investigated through visual 
analysis. Results improve both a shape comprehension of grayscale image and frequency domain 
convergence in the SFFT algorithm. The graphic output of the SFFT compression algorithm is acceptable, 
regardless of artistic effect on authentic images. Future research includes the image quality under 
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